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1. Abstract
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2. Tectonic Setting & Seismicity

The Xiaojiang Fault (XJF) Zone is located in the southeastern margin of the Tibetan Plateau and
defines the boundary between the South China and Sichuan-Yunnan blocks. Seismic hazard
assessment for XJF is of great scientific and public importance due to frequent occurrence of
large earthquakes. In this study, we utilized broadband seismic records from portable networks to
unravel the microseismic activities in purpose to investigate the regional fault structures and slip
behaviors. Invoking a newly developed waveform-based automatic micro-seismicity detection
and location algorithm, we detected and relocated more than 13,000 events. The micro-seismicity
reveals widespread off-fault structures showing conjugate or orthogonal geometry with the XJF.
The majority area of the main fault is locked with a low level of activities. We conduct b-value
calculation, cluster analysis and repeating earthquake detection techniques to unveil the spatial
and temporal behavior of regional seismic activities. The area to the NE side of the Xiaojiang fault
presents intensive off-fault seismicity, which is characterized by shallow earthquake depths, high
b-value and active repeating earthquakes. Regional clustering of micro-seismicity indicates the
seismic activity of this area may be attributed to shallow slow-slip events occurred on shallow offfault structures. Combining with other seismological and hydrological evidences, we suggest this
area is characterized by weak crustal strength and subject to distributed shear loading, which may
produce “partially locked” stress status on XJF thus works as a stress barrier. The along strike
variation of seismicity depth on XJF reveals a shallow creeping segment on the southern XJF
between 25.25°N to 25.75°N. Results show that the events on the XJF are characterized by low
level of activity and low b-value in contrast to the high level of activity and high b-value on offfault structures. The stress status on XJF is consistent with the previous estimation of a high
moment deficit on XJF. We infer XJF has a high potential for a large earthquake in the near future.

3. Seismic Data
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4. Earthquake Detection and Location
4.1 PAD: phase Picking and Association for Detection

5.1 Seismicity Pattern: Spatial

Figure 2. Seismic stations along the XJF. Blue and red triangles denote broadband
stations from the southern and northern networks, respectively. Gray dots are the
detected micro-seismic events. Historical earthquakes of magnitudes M ≥ 6 are
denoted by red star. Black lines depict active faults, and XJF is highlighted.

5.2 Repeating Earthquake: Temporal

https://github.com/YijianZhou/PAD

4.2 MESS: Matched filter augmentation

Figure 3. (a) and (b) Map view of shallow (0-10km) and deep (10-30km) seismicity. Events are shown in dots color
coded by depths. Gray lines are fault traces. Blue rectangular and OO’ marks the end points of the overall cross section;
Green frames from AA’ to GG’ mark the end points of the local cross sections in (d). (c) and (d) plots overall and local
cross sections. Blue dots denote microseismic events. Light red and light gray patches marks creeping and locked
section, respectively. Vertical lines mark the dipping angle of major fault.
https://github.com/YijianZhou/MESS

4.3 Complete Architecture

5.3 b-Value Mapping: Magnitude

6. Conclusion
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Figure 4. (a) Distribution of repeating earthquakes in XJF. Gray dots plots
background seismic events. Asterisk marks location of repeating sequences (b)
Periodicity of repeater sequence. Coefficient of Variance (COV) of recurrence
interval for repeater sequences are counted. (c) Correlation between local
seismicity and repeater activity. Black solid and dotted lines plot whole and nonrepeating seismic rate. Red dashed line plotted repeater rate.
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Figure 5. Conceptual model of
XJF. Major and secondary faults
are plotted in red and black lines,
respectively. Orange and gray
patches mark creeping and
locked section, respectively.

